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Abstract

Online sex has become a fast-growing business in both developing and developed
network, with advertisements of (not necessarily unique) individuals numbering in the
hundreds of millions across different Web portals. One such major hub of sex
advertisement activity, before it was shut down by US federal agencies, was
backpage.com. The backpage.com website was a classifieds-advertising portal that had
become the largest marketplace for buying and selling sex by the time that federal law
enforcement agencies seized it in April 2018. Since then, investigations have been
actively underway. However, the data (which has recently been made available to us for
research on UK Backpage) also offers valuable insights into the nature of the online sex
business, including complex properties that can be best studied using network science.
One of the challenges, however, is a rigorous modeling of the data as a network, since
the primary data are web advertisements and metadata (backend database) on
accounts that posted that ad. In this article, we conduct an empirical study of an
important sample of the online sex marketplace using UK backpage, including
presenting a methodology for constructing simple ‘activity networks’ that define some
notion of real-world collaboration or connection between two entities (in our case, at
the level of ad-posting accounts) and then studying the properties of these networks.
We gather a set of insights into a domain that has not been studied at scale, let alone a
national level, but that is continuing to be a growing social problem for many countries.

Keywords: Activity network, Online sex advertisements, Network science, Backpage,
United Kingdom

Introduction
The rise of the Web has had an unfortunate side effect, namely the emergence of illicit
domains and marketplaces. In this article, we focus on the sex marketplace, where
sex providers advertise their services online for potential customers to find and solicit
(Edelman and Stemler 2019). Unlike many online transactions of an illicit nature, such as
drugs or even weapons, the online sex marketplace is an interesting one because it has an
outsize presence both on the Dark Web and the normal Web (Hultgren et al. 2016; Alvari
et al. 2016). On the normal Web, such advertisements can (and to a great extent, are)
accessed by non-technical users on a normal website such as a classified-ads portal like
backpage.com. On the surface, backpage.com did not look like a website that advertised
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Fig. 1 The backpage.com home page, as it used to look before the entire website was shut down by federal
agencies

illicit services, since it contained advertisements for many everyday items and agendas,
including furniture, rentals and events (Fig. 1).
Even before the shutdown, there was controversy (both legally and in the press) over

the ‘adult’ section that included adult services such as escorts. This section became the
subject of several agencies, including the FBI and the USDepartment of Justice, over accu-
sations that the website knowingly allowed and encouraged users to post ads related to
prostitution and human trafficking, especially involving minors, and took steps to obfus-
cate these activities purposefully. At the time of writing, the former CEO has pleaded
guilty to charges of facilitating prostitution and money laundering1. He has also acknowl-
edged that many of the advertisements on Backpage were advertisements for prostitution,
a finding that we have verified empirically by sampling many ads and looking at their con-
tent. Since the website has been shut down2, its data is with law enforcement. The data
spans many countries and languages, though the US is the dominant market.
In this article, we use some of this data to study the UK market over a period of sev-

eral recent years, including the complex nature of activity in this domain. We took the
corpus of ads and accounts spanning the UK market and cleaned the data (as described
subsequently) to focus on the subset where sexual services are being advertised with high
probability. Unlike previous studies, which have been small scale3 and/or involved data
that was scraped online and then subjected to automatic procedures for extraction of
information such as phone numbers, we are able to work at the level of accounts, which
are formal entities representing a set of ads, since we know exactly which account the
ad was posted from. This data allows us to sidetrack a nebulous problem that has often
been faced in this community, namely how to determine when a set of ads is referring
to the same individual or is otherwise cohesive for analytical purposes. We then define

1https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/true-crime/wp/2018/04/13/backpage-ceo-carl-ferrer-pleads-guilty-in-three-
states-agrees-to-testify-against-other-website-officials/
2See notice on backpage.com
3Or otherwise looked at the demand side of online sex, rather than the supply side, usually by placing decoy ads and
measuring response; see, for example, the work by Roe-Sepowitz et al. (2016).

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/true-crime/wp/2018/04/13/backpage-ceo-carl-ferrer-pleads-guilty-in-three-states-agrees-to-testify-against-other-website-officials/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/true-crime/wp/2018/04/13/backpage-ceo-carl-ferrer-pleads-guilty-in-three-states-agrees-to-testify-against-other-website-officials/
https://backpage.com
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and model activity networks from this data. Activity in this context is defined as an action
taken by a sex provider to post an ad from an account registered with backpage.com. Since
such ads are associated with an IP address and phone number(s), it becomes possible
to model such activity networks by linking together accounts that are related in the real
world, either because accounts were being created from a common IP address or because
common phone numbers were extracted from the metadata of ads that were posted
from different accounts. Activity networks are important because, in the sexual services
domain, many providers do not act alone and could be connected together in small (or
in rare cases, large) groups. Such groups (also called rings Smith and Smith (2011); Jones
(2010)) can sometimes be indicative of human trafficking or organized crime and subject
to further investigation by law enforcement. What is unknown at scale is: how many such
‘groups’ are present and what is the degree of connectivity among them?What ‘structural’
observations and conclusions can we note about the domain?
We describe our methodology in detail in the next few sections, followed by a network-

theoretic presentation and analysis of the results that seek to answer some of the questions
posed above. Specific contributions are described below.

Contributions

Our primary contribution in this article is to formulate a research agenda around deriving
insights into online sex marketplaces by ingesting a raw database containing details on
sex advertisements posted in a certain time period (and within the confines of a national
jurisdiction, namely the United Kingdom), and using network science to systematically
study and profile the data. A direct construction of social networks from this data is not
possible since we have not observed direct social connections in the data. Instead, we
propose to define and study proxy ‘activity’ networks as a way of deriving insights into the
underlying dynamics of UK online sex markets. Specific contributions include:

1. We propose to build ‘activity’ rather than ‘social’ networks to study the
phenomenon of online sex advertisements within a rare setting that is not subject
to data collection biases. While we provided some intuition behind the definition
of activity in the previous section, a more formal treatment will be subsequently
provided when we describe the construction of the networks. We note that thus
far, such biases (mainly introduced due to Web crawling systems), as well as
limitations in data collection, have prevented such a study except at the smallest
scales (as we describe in the Related Work).

2. We study and compare the different activity networks using network science, and
derive interesting empirical insights that could potentially guide both policy and
investigation. For example, while we obtain evidence of the power law when
mapping a particular activity network’s empirical degree distribution, we also find
significant positive assortativity, which suggests a ‘rich club effect’ rather than
preferential attachment.

3. We present case studies around two highly active accounts, one of which was
revealed due to the results of our activity network analysis, and make some
qualitative observations based on the data we sampled from those accounts. We
argue through the case studies that high-degree accounts in the activity network
represent qualitatively more interesting and suspicious behavior than another
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standard measure of account activity (the number of ads posted by an account).
Ultimately, our findings suggest that network theory could be a useful
computational paradigm for policy experts and law enforcement alike in
interpreting certain kinds of activity in the online sex domain in their proper
empirical context, and also in more effectively finding traces of highly suspicious or
deviant activity (such as sex trafficking and/or human smuggling) compared to
simple random sampling of accounts.

Related work
Studying the structural properties of online sex markets in a national context using a
paradigm such as network science is necessarily interdisciplinary. Our work has been
influenced both by the social science literature on the sex trade (and human trafficking)
as well as Artificial Intelligence tools designed specifically for such domains, espe-
cially due to national research programs such as DARPA MEMEX in the United States
(Fox-Brewster 2015). Beyond sex markets, there have been considerable developments in
both network science and in fraud analytics in the cyber domain. We attempt to provide a
broad, though necessarily non-exhaustive, overview of several categories of related work
in each of the sections below.

Online sex markets and artificial intelligence

Due to the advent of the Web, and the low cost of entry for both website publishers and
consumers of content in Western countries, there has been significant proliferation of
online illicit activity, including online sex advertisements, illicit massage parlors and even
human trafficking. This is the most novel aspect of this work, since (despite all the illicit
activity happening online) surprisingly little can be said with certainty about the online
sex domain or the disturbing growth of its impact. By some estimates, human traffick-
ing alone is a multi-billion dollar industry globally; unfortunately, due to socio-technical
causes, it was not well-studied using computational science methods till quite recently
(Hultgren et al. 2016; Alvari et al. 2016). Systems that can assists NGOs and law enforce-
ment exist, of course; for example, in our group, we built the DIG (Domain-specific
Insight Graphs) system (Szekely et al. 2015) to help law enforcement selectively ferret
out ads that are indicative of human trafficking. Other systems include DeepDive and
FlagIt, and use a combination of database and Artificial Intelligence technologies (Kejri-
wal et al. 2017; Rabbany et al. 2018; Alvari et al. 2017; Burbano and Hernandez-Alvarez
2017). For example, Rabbany et al. (2018) explore methods for active search of connec-
tions in order to build cases and combat human trafficking. Similarly, FlagIt attempts
to semi-automatically mine indicators of human trafficking (which include movement,
advertisement of multiple girls etc.) (Kejriwal et al. 2017). In general, building good
‘entity-centric search’ tools for analyzing and mining such ‘heterogeneous’ data and con-
cepts on the Web (not necessarily coming from the sex trade or other unusual domains)
have occupied a significant niche in the AI and Information Retrieval literature. A rep-
resentative (and non-exhaustive) set of references from entity-centric search and data
integration literature includes (Hogan et al. 2007; Lin et al. 2012; Saleiro et al. 2016; Tonon
et al. 2012), and Doan et al. (2012).
Other relevant work include Fox-Brewster (2015) (providing details on the DARPA

MEMEX program, which took a closer look at human trafficking and funded several
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works cited above), Kejriwal and Szekely (2017) (covering information extraction in illicit
Web domains; in particular, human trafficking), Edelman and Stemler (2019) (which con-
siders federal limitations on regulating online marketplaces), Harrendorf et al. (2010)
(which provides international statistics on crime and justice), Tong et al. (2017) (which
seeks to semi-automatically detect human trafficking in Web ads through multimodal
deep learning), Burbano and Hernandez-Alvarez (2017) (which, similar to the work in
Tong et al. (2017), attempts to identify human trafficking patterns online through com-
putational means), Kejriwal and Kapoor (2019) (which also uses network science, but as a
means for understanding noise in information extracted from sex advertisements, rather
than for analysis of the underlying social system itself ) and Kapoor et al. (2017) (which
uses Artificial Intelligence techniques to correctly extract and identify locations in sex
advertisements).
The work in this paper is an empirical study, rather than a predictive or prescrip-

tive model (unlike many of the systems cited above). Model-based systems are useful in
applied settings, such as in helping gather evidence to successfully prosecute a trafficker,
but cannot be used for empirical studies due to lack of data and inherent bias in model
training. For example, almost all of the systems described above are specifically designed
to detect human trafficking activity. In contrast, we do not aim to solve such a difficult
and ill-defined predictive problem; instead, we present a study of the broader domain but
within a relatively restricted legal and political context (i.e. limited to UK jurisprudence).
As we describe in subsequent sections, our data is from a single high-quality source (Back-
page) that presents a broad view of the domain, spanningmultiple regions and cities in the
UK. There is also precedent for using Backpage for studies of this nature e.g., one recent
study specifically investigated human trafficking from the lens of bitcoin transactions on
Backpage (Portnoff et al. 2017).

Social science studies on the sex trade and human trafficking

The vast majority of academic literature on the sex trade and human trafficking has not
been computational, but is still of great importance in placing the findings of this arti-
cle in context. We note here some selected pieces of social science and policy work that
have focused on the sex trade, and human trafficking, in particular. An excellent litera-
ture review of sex trafficking and sex work was provided by George et al. (2010). There
is also a special journal published by Taylor and Francis on human trafficking4, which
we recommend for the reader specifically interested in that aspect of the sex trade. Some
articles in the journal are country-specific, similar to this work (which focuses on the
UK); e.g., in a very recent article, Baglay (2020) discusses access to compensation for
trafficked individuals in Canada, while Chantavanich (2020) discusses Thailand’s chal-
lenges in implementing anti-trafficking legislation. In a similar vein, Shuai and Liu discuss
human trafficking in China (Shuai and Liu 2020). As we stated earlier, computational or
even model-based studies on the properties of online sex markets (beyond using AI for
detecting signals of human trafficking semi-automatically) have been very rare; much of
the relevant research has already been cited in the section above on online sex markets.
For understanding the links between trafficking and ordinary prostitution, we recom-
mend the handbook by O’Connor and Healy (2006). None of these uses a framework

4https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/uhmt20/current

https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/uhmt20/current
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such as network science to map or gain empirical insight into the structural properties of
online sex markets, particularly in developed countries where potential customers often
find sex providers through digital advertising such as enabled by portals like Backpage.
For more details on measuring human trafficking, we recommend the work by Savona
and Stefanizzi (2007), as well as the more recent work by Farrell and de Vries (2020).
Some lines of work consider the impact (sometimes unintended and unfortunate) of

interventions of legal and political bodies on human trafficking. For example, Smith and
Smith studied the unintended effects of United Nations intervention on human traffick-
ing (Smith and Smith 2011). Jones considered the ‘conscious neglect’ of men who have
been trafficked, since much of the work tends to focus on women (Jones 2010). In the
research herein, no such distinction is made; we consider the full UK Backpage corpus,
which includes both women and men (though to a far less extent owing to the fact that
a majority of sex providers are women), in our studies. Another study presented meth-
ods on estimating online sex customers (hence, it was focused on the demand, rather
than the supply, side of the sex business) (Roe-Sepowitz et al. 2016). For a broader under-
standing of sex work in the digital era, we recommend the synthesis in Jones (2015).
Other related work on the market for prostitution services includes the paper by Della
Giusta et al. (2009), as well as the sociological study in Adriaenssens and Hendrickx
(2012) wherein the authors account for unsafe sexual practices in sex (i.e. prostitution)
markets.

Fraud and other illicit activities

Several pieces of research have sought to focus on the emergence of cyber activity as a
means of facilitating human trafficking and other such illicit activities. We cite Greiman
and Bain (2013) as an important advance in this regard.
Concerning escorts and sex markets in particular, there has also been some limited

study on information and signaling in such ‘illegal’ markets; e.g., Logan and Shah (2013)
and Capiola et al. (2014) are both relevant in this regard, as is the book by Sanders (2013).
The honesty of sex workers, even about such matters as their sexual orientation and age,
is not well understood. Some dishonesty is evident even in our dataset, since the same
sex worker (identifiable using account and phone number metadata) often changes names
across advertisements, or uses obfuscated names and signals (one of our two case stud-
ies illustrates the difficulty of studying this without ground truth data). Language use in
advertisements can also be irregular and complex; Tyler provides some details in a book
onmale sex work (Tyler 2014).
Many other illicit activities tend to be present on the Dark Web, rather than the Open

Web that is accessible via URLs using a Web browser (Finklea 2015). The Dark Web typ-
ically refers to the part of the Internet that is not indexed by search engines, and usually
requires ‘anonymizing’ browsers like Tor to access. However, Backpage was a website that
was exclusively available on the Open Web; in fact, because it was like a ‘yellow pages’
portal, people would post (and respond to) ads that had nothing to do with the sex trade,
such as finding roommates or selling furniture. That being said, exploring, analyzing and
mining the Dark Web is also an important problem for which network science could be
employed as future work (Chen 2011). Recent work on this across domains such as terror,
cryptocurrency, cybercrime, drugs and weapons has been quite illuminating (Hurlburt
2017; Weimann 2016; Lee et al. 2019; Zulkarnine et al. 2016; Kruithof et al. 2016; Martin
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2014; Rhumorbarbe et al. 2018; Bradbury 2014), though work specifically looking at sex
markets and human trafficking has been rare (Rhodes 2016; Williams 2013; Haasz 2015).

Network science

Network science has been a successful framework for modeling and studying complex
systems with interactions and other structural properties (Barabási and et al. 2016).
Established and well-known cases of such models have arisen in the study of protein-
protein interactions, citations and social interactions (Gavin et al. 2002; Hummon and
Dereian 1989; Borgatti et al. 2009). Recent research has led to many exciting advances in
the construction and study of complex networks, especially from ‘Big Data’. For example,
Chen and Redner study the community structure of the physical review citation network
from the mid-1890s to 2007 (Chen and Redner 2010). Other domain-specific examples
include the study of patent citation networks in nanotechnology (Li et al. 2007) and the
creation and influence of citation distortions (Greenberg 2009). A good synthesis on
social network analysis may be found in multiple works, including the seminal work by
Wasserman and Faust (1994), Borgatti et al. (2009) and the more recent work by Knoke
and Yang (2008). Privacy in the context of mining social network data has also been well
studied (Kleinberg 2007). There has also been considerable work in recent times on more
advanced networks, such as signed networks (Leskovec et al. 2010), as well as the inter-
section of network science and other fields like biology, crowdsourcing and economics
(Easley et al. 2010; Wernicke and Rasche 2006; Berger and Iyengar 2009; Schreiber and
Schwöbbermeyer 2005). Nevertheless, social networks and sociology continue to influ-
ence, and be influenced by, network science, going back to at least the time of Moreno
(1946).
However, due to the high barriers of acquiring unbiased data at scale in the online sex

advertisement domain, applied network analytics has never been applied at a national
level to the study of such a system. It is not even clear how to model raw data, if avail-
able, as a network. Our data is unbiased because it was not crawled or otherwise subject
to some kind of sampling bias (whether known or unknown), but was given to us as a full
dump by law enforcement. Our contributions are dual; we show both how to model the
data as ‘activity networks’, rather than social networks (which have a controversial mean-
ing in this domain), as well as derive a range of important insights from the data.We show
definitive evidence (via a case study of two accounts) that network science can add value
to the study of such data in this domain, as opposed to studies based only on aggregate
statistics or sampling.

Data
Before it was shut down in the first half of 2018, backpage.com was a thriving ‘classi-
fied yellow-pages’ website that operated globally and was a direct rival to other similar
websites like craigslist.com. However, backpage.com also had significant online sex adver-
tisement activity on its portals, usually under the online dating and massage sections. In a
case that is still ongoing, US federal agencies shut down the website and seized its servers
and data. For our studies, we were given limited access to UK Backpage data. Out of con-
sideration for the data providers and the sensitive nature of the research, we do not reveal
identifiers and our analysis is restricted to empirical studies at the level of the country
rather than very specific regions and locales.
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Fig. 2 A distribution of number of ads over time in the dataset used in this study. The activity we are profiling
in this article has all occurred over a maximal period of three years

There is a significant amount of machine learning and predictive analytics currently
underway with regard to this data. However, the primary focus of this article is on con-
structing and describing the activity networks; hence, we do not describe any of the
machine learning results or methodologies here. For the network analysis, we mainly
relied on the Python NetworkX package5. The methodology for handling and preprocess-
ing the raw data over which the networks were constructed is described below.

Data preprocessing and statistical profiling

The raw database files, acquired through our partners in federal agencies and law enforce-
ment, comprise of 129 mySQL database files, many of which were not necessary for the
study herein (since they did not contain any content or metadata that we used in the
study). Furthermore, even among the databases that were useful (which were mainly user
account data and the advertisement database itself ), there were large subsets that had
nothing to do with online sex advertising, and were just ‘ordinary’ ads such as listings
for furniture or jewelry. Hence, significant preprocessing and filtering was necessary to
isolate and join those parts of the database that are directly relevant to online sex. In pre-
processing the raw data, we note that we erred on the side of precision rather than recall
to ensure that our findings are of high quality. Empirically, any network built (even per-
fectly) from such a corpus of ads will always be incomplete, since there is no one online
portal that has all online sex advertisers listed on it. Furthermore, there are providers who
may never list online but who are connected to individuals who are listed online. Just like
online social networks therefore, we do not observe the complete activity record for an
individual or their interactions, but the hope is that, with high quality data preprocessing
and network construction, we observe a representative sample of the true underlying (and
unknown) network. We also consider data that is fairly recent still at the time of writing;
a distribution is shown in Fig. 2.
An important preprocessing step is to separate adult-oriented ads soliciting sexual ser-

vices from non-adult ads, as well as adult ads that are not soliciting services of an illicit
nature. Empirical observation and conversations with domain experts revealed that a
high-precision method for obtaining this subset of ads was a two-step approach. In the

5https://networkx.github.io/

https://networkx.github.io/
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Fig. 3 A distribution of ads with non-zero ages

first step, we removed all ads that had a value of ‘0’ in the age field, which is a back-
end metadata field that has to be (compulsorily) filled in when posting a Backpage ad.
The distribution of remaining ads (i.e. with non-zero ages) is revealed in Fig. 3. While
there are a non-trivial number of ads that have listed an age beyond the range of 80
or even 100, our analysis has shown that this just a practical way for the publisher
of the ad to indicate non-availability or applicability, either because they are trying to
obfuscate the true age, or because they may be advertising multiple women (especially
if they are massage parlors, and do not want to list a single age). It is important to
note that, because age is a metadata attribute, potential customers looking at the web-
page would not be able to view (or search on) this attribute. It was purely designed for
Backpage’s record keeping purposes. Hence, this attribute and its distribution of values
should not be seen as a true distribution of ages of sex providers advertising through
Backpage.
In investigative settings, however, the distribution is important. Precisely because the

ads that list a ‘high’ (or even 0) value for the age metadata attribute are associated with
such ‘group’ behavior (such as massage parlors or multiple girls advertising together), they
are interesting for investigations and studies specifically focused on uncovering coordi-
nated group activity. In some cases, such cases are correlated with trafficking, as covered
in the occasional press article6. In the future, with improved accuracy, Natural Language
Processing (NLP) technologies could be applied to such subsets of the data to specifically
study the properties and emergence of such groups.
Furthermore, as a ‘litmus’ test, we plot (in Fig. 4) the statistical distribution of remaining

ads based on their Backpage category (a high-quality field, since it determines where the
ad would get posted in the portal, which in turn drove hits). We find that the non-zero age
pruning step left ads that are primarily adult-oriented, and even among the adult-oriented
categories, the most common category by far was ‘escort’, which is particularly popular
for soliciting prostitution and a dominant kind of service (e.g., compared to illicit massage
parlors) in the online sex advertisement business in terms of the number of providers
offering it. Samples of ads showed (without any exceptions) that the remaining ads were
indeed sex-related. We decided to retain all the ads shown in the distribution.

6https://www.actionnewsnow.com/content/news/Human-trafficking-ring-operation-leads-to-two-Chico-arrests-
569073581.html

https://www.actionnewsnow.com/content/news/Human-trafficking-ring-operation-leads-to-two-Chico-arrests-569073581.html
https://www.actionnewsnow.com/content/news/Human-trafficking-ring-operation-leads-to-two-Chico-arrests-569073581.html
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Fig. 4 A distribution of non-zero age ads, broken down by category. The label corresponding to the bar is
aligned with its left limit e.g., the first bar refers to ‘escorts’ (with an ad count slightly greater than 140,000).

An important and privileged piece of information that is only available at the backend
(of backpage.com website infrastructure), and that made much of this study possible, is
an ‘account’ ID for each advertisement. Account IDs are associated with user accounts,
and are used for paying for the ad, among other things. Advertisements with the same
account ID were posted from the same account. Since each account typically posts many
ads over its lifetime, and since more than one individual is usually advertised from the
same account, it is difficult to ‘automatically’ cluster ads into coherent accounts. This step
proved to be unnecessary for us, since we were able to tie each ad to the account that
posted it, made possible by each ad’s metadata containing its account ID, which means
it can be linked to the account table using a foreign key-like relationship. The distri-
bution of the number of ads posted per account is illustrated in Fig. 5, and is roughly
power-law.

Fig. 5 A distribution of account sizes in terms of number of ads posted by that account
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Profiles of activity networks
Using the account ID information, we were able to construct well-defined ‘activity net-
works’ where the accounts are nodes in the network. Concerning edges, we considered
three different kinds of activity that linked together accounts in the real world. We
describe the semantics of these edges shortly. However, one important point to note is
that accounts are not the same as ‘individuals’. The reason is that there is a many-many
relationship between both ads and individuals (an ad could be advertising multiple indi-
viduals, though it is not as common as single-individual advertisements, and an individual
usually advertises several times, leading tomultiple ads per individual), as well as accounts
and individuals7 In fact, there is no foolproof way (even for subject matter experts) of
ascertaining individuals from either crawled webpages or from the backend without a
field investigation. Hence, our findings should not be taken to be a commentary on indi-
vidual activity. Rather an account should be interpreted as an important unit in itself,
since it is directly observable, can be traced back (at least in theory) to an account creator,
and in several cases (particularly relevant to coordinated and/or trafficking behavior), the
account creator is not the same as the person whose services are being advertised. In
the case of ‘human trafficking rings’ (organized groups that buy, sell and trade in human
beings, primarily for illegal labor and/or sex8) and massage parlors, the creator of the
account can be thought of as the ringleader who has control of the account and is pay-
ing for it, using it to advertise (and derive profit from) the individuals in the ring who are,
whether willingly or not, offering sex services.
For largely similar reasons, the activity in the activity networks that we describe below

should not be thought about as being necessarily social in nature. Even whenwe define the
activity by linking two accounts where at least one common phone number was extracted
from ads posted from these accounts (a strong signal, considering phones are still the
primary mode of communication in the online sex domain), it may be that the activity
arises either because an individual previously posting an ad from one account (which itself
could be an ‘organizational’ or group account) has now moved to a different account or
group (the equivalent of switching jobs in this industry), or due to both accounts being
associated with the same group. Hence, edges should not be thought of in the same vein
as ‘friendship’ or other such relationships common in more traditional social networks.

Construction of activity networks (ANs): phone, IP and IP prefix

First, we constructed phone activity networks using phone numbers that we extracted
from a field called searchblob that is not visible to the person looking at the webpage
(when it was live), but that was used at the backend for improving services such as search.
The searchblob contains several important keywords, including (usually) the phone num-
ber present in the ad for contacting the sex service provider. We were able to extract these
phone numbers using regular expressions on the searchblob. Phone number extraction
from the actual visible webpage is an extremely difficult problem, and an active area of
Artificial Intelligence, due to obfuscation and creative use of tokens and numbers by the
writers of the ads (Kejriwal and Kapoor 2019). For example, an advertiser may obfuscate a
phone number in the main text by replacing 0 with the letter o, introducing emoticons in

7There is a many-one relationship between accounts and ads, on the other hand, since an ad, itself identified by a unique
identifier, must have been posted from (exactly) one account.
8Multiple articles describing human trafficking have used the term ‘ring’ to describe such groups; e.g., see Smith and
Smith (2011) and Jones (2010).
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the middle of the number, translating some numbers to their word equivalents (and even
misspell the word, e.g., ‘Niiine’ instead of ‘nine’ to make the automatic detection task even
more challenging, if even possible with current technology), among other steps. However,
because the searchblob is well-structured and non-obfuscated, we were able to construct
a high-precision extractor for phone numbers within the searchblob. In almost all cases
that we sampled for assessing the quality of this procedure, we found that if a phone num-
ber occurred in the main text of an ad (regardless of whether it was obfuscated or not), it
also occurred in the searchblob and we were able to extract it correctly using our regular
expressions.
Next, we construct two other ‘baseline’ networks to compare against the phone activity

network in terms of profiling and network metrics. The second activity network, called
the IP activity network, uses an ad’s IP address (e.g., 66.171.193.9), which is the outward
facing IP from which the ad was posted. The network is constructed in a similar way as
the phone AN; if two accounts have at least one ad each that share an IP address, we create
an edge in the IP activity network between the two account nodes. Unfortunately, this
is a weaker (and less precise) method for defining activity compared to phones, reason
being that if accounts are created to be untraceable to an individual’s IP (as they very
well might have been, to minimize chances of being caught in a possible investigation) by
using a public computer or a VPN, then we may end up linking accounts that should not
be linked. Another broader way of defining shared IP activity is by not using the full IP,
but its prefix (e.g., the IP prefix for 66.171.193.9 is 66.171.193). This is a much ‘noisier’
activity network, and may even be meaningless in the real world, but is a useful baseline
for comparing to the phone network.

Profiles of constructed networks

With these three networks in place, we conducted some network-theoretic measurements
and report them in Table 1. The empirical details observed in the data (and relevant
practical implications, if any) are noted below:

1. The total number of accounts (after the preprocessing etc. that we described) in the
dataset is 34,942; hence, considering the three networks, the majority of accounts
in the phone network are singletons and are not ‘interacting’ in an obvious way
with other accounts. When we consider this result in tandem with the distribution
in Fig. 5 (which showed that the vast majority of accounts post only a few ads in the
multi-year period in which we observed them), it suggests that the majority of the
players are ‘lone’ players. A different conclusion is reached by the very broad IP
Prefix AN, which is likely connecting many accounts that share no activity in the
real world beyond having created the account from a common ‘Internet’ area (such
as using a public computer or the Wifi network in a mall). Per the phone AN, the
industry is fragmented and individualistic to a great extent. The jump in the ratio of
non-singletons to total accounts in the IP AN presents a more balanced view than
the extremes in the other two networks, but both its validity (as a measure of true
activity) and interpretation are questionable for the reasons we mentioned earlier.
A practical implication for this finding is that random interventions by either
‘social good’ actors (such as Non-Governmental Organizations or NGOs) or by
investigators looking to track and prosecute human trafficking activity is unlikely
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to be effective, since randomly selecting an account from the data is more likely to
yield a singleton or, less extremely, an account with few connections to other
accounts. In contrast, a ‘network-based’ approach that seeks to investigate accounts
that have high degree or connectivity in at least one of our activity networks may
end up yielding insights on a broader segment of the market. Some of the other
experimental findings below reinforce this notion. Furthermore, in the case studies
that we describe towards the end of the article, we find that a network-based
sampling of accounts is more likely to yield ‘suspicious’ signals of trafficking and
involvement of young (and usually, foreign-born) individuals even compared to
sampling accounts that have posted a high number of advertisements (an arguably
good ‘proxy’ for measuring an account’s activity or even investigative value).

2. The number of non-singleton nodes increases from roughly 7,000 nodes (in the
phone AN) to 19,000 (in the IP AN), and number of edges increases by almost 20x.
Correspondingly, density increases by more than 50% in the simple graph, though
the increase is less dramatic in the multi-graph. This implies that the IP AN is
introducing more connections between nodes that were previously not connected
at all, as opposed to reinforcing connections that already existed. We posit that the
IP AN is the equivalent of a ‘recall-friendly’ approach to modeling activity, while
the phone AN is more precision-friendly. A practical implication is that, for
systems attempting to use information extraction , link prediction, and other
Artificial Intelligence approaches for re-constructing such relational networks from
raw natural language ads and noisy attributes (Kejriwal and Szekely 2017; Chang et
al. 2006; Kejriwal and Kapoor 2019), using IP ANs as a ground-truth dataset for
assessing lower and upper bounds on the recall of the system is recommended, and
similarly, phone ANs may be useful for assessing bounds on the precision of such a
system. Beyond computational innovations, a practical use-case for sociologists and
policy-makers is to use external datasets to match the IP addresses in this dataset
with locations to determine whether, and to what extent, providers in online sex
markets use computers and devices in public areas like libraries and cafes to post
online sex advertisements. One has to be careful to account for the possibility of
Virtual Private Network (VPNs) use, since the person may not be physically using
the device linked to the IP address. Privacy concerns also have to be noted. We
believe that other interesting hypotheses can also be formulated explaining both
the similarities and differences between the phone and IP ANs. One reason to
believe that the two ANs (and also the IP Prefix AN) are expressing ‘two sides of
the same coin’ is the ‘directional’ similarity between the assortativity coefficients
and transitivities of the networks: both seem to be expressing that the network
underlying online sex markets in the UK is highly transitive, and assortative. We
comment more on the implications of positive assortativity subsequently.

3. The phone AN has higher transitivity (despite having lower density) than the other
networks, suggesting that it may be capturing the social activity more closely than
the other networks. This is also intuitive; phone numbers are known to be
associated directly with sex providers (usually in a 1-1 relationship), and sharing of
phone numbers across ads (and by extension, accounts) indicates either movement
of the sex provider from one ring or group (represented by an account) or
collaboration between groups. Hence, one practical implication of high transitivity
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is that the social properties of online sex market activity may be best studied by
using phone ANs as proxies for a true, unknown social network. An interesting
avenue for future sociological research is to conduct carefully designed field
interviews and interviews with survivors of sex trafficking to refute or validate,
using appropriate statistical methodologies, the hypothesis (at least in the context
of advanced economies such as the UK), namely, whether a phone activity network
accurately reflects the underlying real-world social network of sex workers.

4. Since the phone AN is the most important of the three networks, leaving behind an
activity trace that is verifiable and mirroring the features of more ordinary social
networks, unlike the IP address-based ANs, we studied it closer by plotting its
degree distribution in Fig. 6 on a log-log plot. We compute the power-law
coefficient9 γ by regressing (using a standard linear regression package such as
available in Python’s sklearn library10) the log of the empirical probability of the
degree (y-axis) against the degree (x-axis). The value of γ (coefficient of the x
variable in the regression plot) yielded by the line of best fit was 2.17 and was
significant with high R2 quality-of-fit value (Fig. 7). As we suspected earlier, the
power-law coefficient (of 2.17) provides further evidence that the structure mirrors
that of a social network. Since the network growth is exhibiting a power-law model,
and there is positive assortativity noted for the phone AN in Table 1, preferential
attachment is highly unlikely (Jeong et al. 2003). Instead, we may be observing the
online sex market equivalent of the ‘rich club’ effect (Zhou et al. 2008), where
high-degree nodes tend to be inter-linked, relatively speaking. There are both
theoretical and practical implications to this finding. First, the question arises as to
how these so-called rich clubs were formed and inter-linked to begin with. Do they
represent independent organizations operating in one or more markets, or the
same organization operating in different markets in the UK? The Backpage data
can only give us limited answers to this, but we are nevertheless exploring them
further in ongoing research by reading some of the ads. Ultimately, the answer may
only be obtained through careful field interviews with sex workers. Regardless of
how these organizations were formed and inter-linked, however, a practical
implication (supported by some of the previous points we have raised) for
investigators and NGOs alike is the importance of carefully targeting their
interventions and investigations. One could potentially apply ‘network attack’
models such as presented extensively in both the disease and information diffusion
literature; see, for example, Mugisha and Zhou (2016); Crucitti et al. (2004); Salathé
and Jones (2010); Saito et al. (2008).

To study the last point further, we also analyzed the connectivity of the phone activity
network by counting the number of connected components in the network and mea-
suring their size distributions. The total number of connected components was found
to be 19,038, and the size distribution plot is shown in Fig. 8. Considering that even
the non-singleton subset of the network is disconnected, with the power law distri-
bution reinforcing the finding of fragmentation we noted earlier, the activity network

9That is, under the power-law assumption that P(d) ∝ d−γ , where d is the degree and P(d) is the empirical probability
of observing that degree.
10https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.linear_model.LinearRegression.html

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.linear_model.LinearRegression.html
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Fig. 6 Degree distribution of phone activity network

starts to look different from a social network (which has higher connectivity) from this
perspective.
Finally, we computed the Spearman’s and Pearson’s correlation coefficients between the

number of ads posted per account and the degree of the account in the phone activity
network. We considered both non-singleton nodes only (i.e. non-zero degree nodes) and
all nodes. For non-singleton nodes, the Spearman’s coefficient was found to be 0.2572,
while Pearson’s coefficient was 0.1331. Thus, the correlation is positive, but not as high
as one might expect, leading to a possible conclusion that using the number of ads in
an account is a different measure of the activity of the account than the degree of the
account. If we also include singletons, the measures increase: for Spearman’s coefficient,

Fig. 7 Ordinary least-squares (OLS) regression outputs for the log-transformed variables plot in Fig. 6. The
negative power law coefficient for the degree distribution was found to be 2.1671 and is highly significant
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Table 1 Network measures on the three different kinds of activity networks (ANs) of which the
constructions were previously described. Density, and other such metrics, were computed with
respect to non-singleton nodes e.g., the density of the simple graph underlying the phone activity
network is 10,882/(7041*7040/2) which is approximately 0.00044 (as reported)

Networkmeasure Phone AN IP AN IP Prefix AN

Number of non-singleton nodes 7,041 19,225 31,136

Number of edges in simple graph 10,882 118,362 3,687,018

Number of edges in multi-graph 15,338 132,181 4,062,039

Simple graph transitivity 0.787 0.634 0.612

Simple graph density 0.00044 0.00064 0.0076

Multi-graph density 0.00062 0.00072 0.0084

Simple graph degree assortativity coefficient 0.577 0.275 0.135

Multi-graph degree assortativity coefficient 0.802 0.171 0.191

we get 0.1692, while for Pearson’s coefficient we now get 0.36278. Thus, accounts that
do not post much to begin with also have lower probability of sharing activity with other
accounts. These accounts most likely represent the individuals and lone players in the
industry, of which there are many.

Case study
We now describe a specific case study illustrating the use of the phone activity network
in identifying and profiling high-activity accounts. We consider two accounts, one with
a very high number of ads (1710) posted but with relatively lower degree in the phone
activity network (10), and the other with the highest degree in the phone activity network
(119) but with a relatively lower (but still quite high, in an absolute sense) number of ads
(911). We designate the former account as 41x648xx (we obfuscate three digits to prevent
identification) and the latter account as 129x33xx.

Fig. 8 Size distribution (number of nodes) of connected components in phone activity network
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To understand the real-world phenomena that the two accounts seem to be represent-
ing, we went beyond the statistics and sampled a set of about 50 ads from each account.
We qualitatively describe our observations for each account. We note that we are not
claiming that one account is of ‘higher quality’ than another on some unknown metric
of collective, organizational or (potential) human trafficking activity. Rather the goal is to
show how two high-activity accounts, discovered using different mechanisms, manifest
in the real world.

Account 41x648xx

For account 41x648xx, we found a range of nationalities and multiple escorts advertising
from the account, including girls that purported to be from Russia, Poland, Germany,
Italy, Spain and even India and Colombia. For the latter two, however, it is possible that
the ethnicity (rather than birthplace) is Indian and Colombian. It is also possible for more
national origins or ethnicities to be revealed or discovered if we had continued sampling,
but the diversity in the 50 sampled ads already illustrates that this is, by no means, a
simple, individualistic or lone operation. Beyond using the same account, there did not
seem to be too many similarities between these girls, and the content in the ads that
we sampled clearly suggested that the account belongs to an escort service advertising
sexual services. We enumerate five representative text fragments11 (each from a different
advertisement) below:

• Hi Gentlemen if you’re looking for a top quality service.You found it!I’m New
Surprise!Experienced Exotic.I’m Young girl From Ruusia,sensual,sexy,sweet and
Friendly!< br > If you are feeling lonely,have some steamy adult fun time.

• Hello.guys!My name is Andjela...and I’m 22 years old...I m Young sweet
warm,beautiful and friendly Independent escort Girl, who is waiting to delight you12.

• My</a> name is Djena.I Consider my self as,Real Indian British Wooman.< br >

I’m Independent High Class New in City Town London.< br > Are you a Classy
Gentlemen seeking for some Conpany????You Certainly enjoy a gennuine GFE with
sexy Lady Like Me.

• I OFFER FULL SERVICES, AM independent young and energetic girl, 22 years old.
The best part of escorting is I get to see interesting people and places which others
dream about. from Germany sexy lady and i love red wine

• Welcome,please allow me a moment to introduce myself.I am an Elite Gentlemen’s
Companion.< br > I offer a High class service of the most exquisite quality.Whether
you are planning a weekend away or looking for some private moments of pleasure.I
Would love to be your< br > stunning companion13.

We found that the service providers were all in their early 20s and there was often shared
content between the ads (e.g., repetition of distinctive phrases like ‘hot party girl’ and
‘independent party girl’ was common across the ads). One reason why we believe that
these girls are unique (and not just the same girl advertising in multiple different ways) is
a different contact phone number listed in the main body of the ad for each individual.

11We show the fragments without any kind of preprocessing (we also retain the HTML tags embedded in the source
text), but we remove newlines where present in the original HTML formatting.
12In the title, but not the main body, of this advertisement, the provider mentioned that she was a ‘Colombian lady’.
13In both the title and main body of the ad, the provider states that she is from Poland.
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Another reason is the varying ethnicities, language use in ads and ages, as expressed even
in the brief fragments above.

Account 129x33xx

For account 129x33xx, it is difficult to tell how many individuals are advertising from the
set of 50 ads; however, with high probability there are at least two unique individuals.
These individuals seemed to be Brazilian (explicitly mentioned in the text of some ads),
including one female (who also advertised as transsexual in other ads), and two males
(who may potentially be the same male, though they have different names in the ads, and
different styles of expression). One of the males was clearing moving around the country
(and stated explicitly he was on ‘tour’), with ads posted from cities as far apart as Glasgow
and Birmingham. In conversations with domain experts (especially, human trafficking
prosecutors and law enforcement), as well as previously published work in the computa-
tional literature, it has been suggested that high degree of movement and the presence of
multiple individuals posting from the same account (and frequently changing identity),
are textual ‘indicators’ of human trafficking activity14 (Burbano and Hernandez-Alvarez
2017; Kejriwal et al. 2017; Tong et al. 2017). The other male escort changed his name fre-
quently across ads, sometimes going by the name ‘Tyler’ and at other times, ‘Matteo’ or
even ‘Bryan’15. While there is not much we can say about the account as a whole, without
looking at all ads, we can say that there is at least one female involved and one male, all
with different phone numbers posted in the ad, but all posting ads from the same account.
Almost all members of the group are Brazilian (and new to the UK from the ad texts).
It is clear that the individual who was moving around rented apartments every now and

then (‘now in a luxury flat in old street station’; ‘now in a luxury flat in Lancaster Gate’).
There is at least one other ad where a female escort claims she is from Colombia and is
‘back to UK’. This may be false, or it may suggest a broader ring. We note that the style
of her ad is similar to that of the transsexual escort from Brazil. Without looking at the
images (not available for this study), we cannot determine whether these individuals are
unique or not. This lends credence to a point we made earlier about the utility of des-
ignating accounts, rather than individuals, as the primary unit of study when processing
and profiling online sex advertisements at scale.
Many of the individuals in these ads claim that they are ‘independent’ in the ad text, but

this may simply be a signal to the customer that they operate alone. The open question
revealed by this case study, which can only be determined through offlinemethods, is how
these individuals met and started using the same account to begin with, and whether they
are being trafficked or coming into the country through illegitimate means, considering
there is evidence of travel both within and without the country per the ad text. There
are also a wide range of services on offer for a motley collection of escorts; across the
ads, we observed services ranging from dinner dates to bondage and tantric massages
being offered. Some of the ads had social media accounts as well, including Snapchat
and Instagram, suggesting that the advertising is not limited just to Backpage ads. More
disturbingly, the ads suggest that very young escorts are involved e.g., Matteo lists his age

14As further evidence, computational tools for mining these indicators from ad text were also used developed during the
DARPA MEMEX program (Fox-Brewster 2015), which funded computational work on detecting and classifying human
trafficking activity online, and actively conferred with, and transitioned technology to, human trafficking prosecution
units both during, and in the aftermath of, the course of the program.
15This is also true for the female or transsexual escort.
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as 19 but offers many services. On Backpage, it is well known that providers sometimes
overstate their age so that they are not flagged by the system16.
Comparing the two accounts, it is evident that account 129x33xx has lower density of

individuals per ad compared to account 41x648xx (i.e. the former account is advertising
fewer unique individuals, or individuals that are otherwise hard to disambiguate). Fur-
thermore, it is more homogeneous in terms of ethnicity (every ad is advertising someone
of South American descent, mostly Brazilian), but heterogeneous in terms of services
offered. Some of the trafficking indicators, such as movement, are present in that account
as well. In contrast, the account 41x648xx seems to have higher number of individuals
who fit a homogeneous profile in terms of age, gender, category placement of ads and
types of services offered (and also the text/content in the ads themselves). The account
has all the features of an escort agency catering to a specific customer base, with the pri-
mary source of diversity arising in the exotic origins of the girls (mostly from Europe, but
with some ads also showcasing Indian girls).

Future work
Network science is a useful paradigm for studying the structural properties of interesting
and complex systems, including online sex markets. The set of results produced in this
paper illustrated some insightful phenomena, but they also raised some questions that are
best left for future research. Below, we specify some promising avenues for such research:

1. While we did not distinguish in this article between the different categories such as
‘escorts’, ‘male escorts’ etc.; see Figure 4), there is enough data available for a
selective analysis conditioned on some categories. By studying categories
separately, interesting behavior may emerge, since each category represents a
potential ‘sub-market’ in the domain. It is also possible that, on some structural
measures, we encounter novel statistical phenomena such as Simpson’s paradox
(Wagner 1982), wherein the network behavior of a particular category behaves very
differently compared to the ‘overall’ (i.e. including all categories) network of ads
and accounts that we have studied. Finding evidence of Simpson’s paradox among
certain categories may yield interesting insights into the behavior of providers in
the market.

2. A worthwhile agenda is studying the network from the perspective of account
centrality (Bonacich 1987; Das et al. 2018). In the case study, for example, we
considered two definitions of account importance, one of which relied on the
number of ads posted per account, and the other of which relied on the degree of
the account in the phone activity network. From a centrality perspective, the latter
is an instance of using the degree centrality to measure the importance of a node in
the overall system. However, many other measures of centrality exist, including
betweenness, current flow and closeness centralities (Bavelas 1948; Newman 2005).
For several decades now, researchers have found strong evidence that these
different measures of centrality, far from being equivalent, seem to express
radically different social phenomena in the underlying system (Freeman 1978). It is
an open question as to what phenomena these centralities will map to in the

16We have never found any sex providers listing a non-zero age below 18 in either the UK or US data so far, which may
mean that it was simply not permitted by the system to begin with. However, a non-trivial fraction of providers that had
age 18 or 19 have been found to be underage.
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context of our particular domain (online sex networks) and country (UK). One way
to uncover the varying sociological interpretations of different centrality measures
is by combining a quantitative analysis with qualitative, sampling-based case
studies on accounts exhibiting high and low values on these measures.

3. While the network is disconnected (even when considering non-singletons alone),
the distribution of connected component sizes reveals a power law distribution,
with clear presence of both large-sized clusters and ‘isolates’ (small, fragmented
clusters). Some of the larger clusters may be worthwhile studying further, since
they may indicate highly illicit activities of an organized nature, such as trafficking.

4. To ensure accuracy, we only used reliable attributes such as phone numbers and IP
addresses available in the metadata in the Backpage corpus that law enforcement
provided us with. However, given the improved performance of Artificial
Intelligence and Natural Language Processing algorithms, we may want to consider
applying methods such as information extraction (Kejriwal and Szekely 2017;
Chang et al. 2006) to obtain a broader set of values (such as prices) from the ad text
that are not currently available from the metadata. Even with some noise, the
resulting attributed network may yield valuable insights using (for example)
attribute assortativity analysis.

Conclusion
Online sex marketplaces are complex domains that have been difficult to study thus
far at the scale of hundreds of thousands of advertisements posted on a common por-
tal, for a common region. Data availability has been an important barrier historically,
but even with the advent of Web crawlers, bias in the crawl, and lack of crucial infor-
mation such as correctly extracted phones and account identifiers, have all served as
impediments to robust analysis of such marketplaces using the tools of applied network
science. In this article, we preprocessed, profiled and constructed activity networks from
UK Backpage data, especially backend data that allowed us to infer properties otherwise
not possible to infer using only the ad text. Our findings reveal that, by and large, the
industry is highly fragmented and individualistic in the UK, but that the active subset
of the network (involving non-singletons) is non-trivial in an absolute sense, involving
thousands of accounts even when using the precision-friendly shared-phone methodol-
ogy for constructing the networks. There are other interesting findings that may merit
further comparison to other network studies. For example, we show that, when using
shared phones as an activity signal, the resulting network resembles a social network
and can be studied further. We did brief, qualitative case studies on two highly active
accounts, one of which was chosen because it ranked high on activity in our network
(rather than the raw metric of the posted number of ads). We found that the accounts,
despite both being high-activity, manifest unique kinds of activity in the real world. We
plan to expand the scope of our case studies, and conduct other such studies in future
work.
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